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The Statue of Liberty is located in New York, the United States of
America. It was given to America as a gift from France in 1884, to mark
the friendship between France and USA during the American Revolution.
nd
it¶s made of iron structure with copper skin. It is 93 meters high and
weighs 225 ton.
The Roman Liberty goddess holds a torch above her head withh her
right hand which is covered with gold. Lady liberty becamee an icon oof
stination.
ation.
freedom of the United States and a national park tourism destination.
di in 1876. T
he
It was designed by Frederic Auguste Bartholdi
The
xandre Gustave
G
Gust
massive iron skeleton of the lady was designed byy Alexandre
he statue
tatue was built
bui and
Eiffel who also designed the Eiffel Tower. The
parated into 350
3 pieces
p
completed in France in 1884. Then it was separated
and
transported to New York.
mo
American government declared itt ass a national monument
in 1924.
isited
ited by thousands
thousa
Every year, the statue of Liberty is visited
of people from all over the world.
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ehension:
PART ONE: A/Reading Comprehension:
hen do the following
follow
Read the text carefully then
activities.
ates with the
th corresponding
co
Activity 1: Match the dates
events. (3pts)
Events
Ev
1. Frederic
ric Auguste
guste Ba
Barthold
Bartholdi designed Statue of Liberty.
2. USA
A declared
eclared Statue
Statu of Liberty as a national monument.
3. France
nce gave Statue oof Liberty to USA.

Dates
a. 1876
b. 1884
c. 1924

en

Activity
tivity 22: Answer
Answe these questions (2pts)
1. Iss Statue of Liberty
L
1.
a monument? ««««««««««««««««««««««
2. Does it weigh
w
2.
less than 225 ton. ««««««««««««««««««««««
Ac
Activi
Activity
3: A/Find in the texts words that are closest in meaning or synonyms to: (1pt)
Sit
freedom = ««««««««
Situated
= ««««««««
A/Find in the texts words that are opposites in meaning to: (1pt)
discovered ««««««««
Taken ««««««««
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B/Mastery of Language:
Activity 1: Complete the table (2pts)
Adjectives
Comparative
Popular

««««««««««««

«««««««««««

Hard

«««««««««««

««««««««««««

Activity 2: Put the verbs between brackets in the right tense and form (3pts)

am
s

Superlative

Bejaia is a beautiful city which (to locate) ««««««in the north of Algeria. It (to populate)
late))
««««««by more than 900000 inhabitants. Many tourists (to visit) «««««it every
ery year.
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Activity 3: Write the following words in the right bow according to their sound. (2pts)
pts)
Enjoy ± brown ± coing ± round
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PART TWO: Integrated Situation.
Task: Your English teacher asked you to prepare a shortt descriptive
riptive passage
pas
about ³Eiffel Tower´ for
ing about this
his most
mo famous
f
your school Magazine. Write a short paragraph talking
monument in France.
Use the following cues to help you:

Location: Champ de Mars, Paris, France.
nce.
Built: March 31st, 1889.
7.
Constructed : Gustave Eiffel, 1887.
Material: Iron.
Weight: 7,300 tons.
Height: 324 meters.

en

Ź PS: Compare
omparee Eiffel Tower with Statue of Liberty using contrast and comparative in these
points: (weight/height/date
of building/location)
eight/height/
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Good luck

